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SOME EARLY UKULELE METHODS 
Tony Crimlisk (©2020) 

When Manuel Nunes, José do Espírito Santo and Augusto Dias arrived in Hawaii in 
August 1879 they really started something by, in the words of the Hawaiian 
Gazette, “delighting the people with nightly street concerts”.    Soon everyone on 
the Island (then the world) wanted to learn to play the instrument. Where people 
want to learn something, inevitably others write ‘Method’ books to help them.   

There had been many instruments similar to the newly named ‘ukulele’ of course.  
The first mention of the name appeared in a Method book by Edward Holstein 
published in 1894 called ‘Chords of the Taro-Patch Guitar’.  He wrote that; ”It is 
the taro patch method, which has been adapted to the ukulele”.   In the 4-string 
version the tuning is the same as a modern re-entrant (high G) ukulele - gCEA or ‘G-
tuning’.    

There must have been many 
early ukulele Method books 
published or distributed in 
the early years of popularity.  
‘A Practical Method for Self 
Instruction on the Ukulele and 
Banjo Ukulele’ by N. B. Bailey, 
published in 1914, was 
obviously very popular running 
to at least thirty editions.   It 
is scathing of previous 
Methods of learning what he 
describes as a: “typical native 
Hawaiian instrument”, stating: 
“A careful analysis of the 
unsatisfactory methods 
heretofore published ... has  
led us to compile this work 
which comprises the best and 
most practical features of all” 
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with what he calls his “copyrighted system” where … “no knowledge of music is 
necessary”.  He then proceeds to give lengthy explanations of chords, chord boxes 
in all keys and a whole chapter on various strokes, before presenting his first song, 
‘Aloha Oe’ on page 20, using standard musical notation and with chords shown as 
numbers in relation to the key.  

A year later, Will. D. Moyer’s ‘National Self Teacher for the Ukulele’ was published 
promising: “An Easy system by which, after slight practice, anyone can play all the 
popular airs…” and claiming: “No tedious study of notes or scales”.  But again he 
uses standard music notation, has seven pages of exercises, explanations, short 
pieces and (horror of horror), scales, before the first song, which is “Swanee River” 
written as a single line melody in standard music notation with no chord names or 
boxes. 

Henry P Peelua Bishaw’s (1919) ‘Complete instructions’ 
for playing the Hawaiian Guitar’, was published by the 
Albert College of Music in Sydney, Australia.   Born in 
Hawaii in 1889 Bishaw is described as the “Manager of 
the genuine Hawaiian Musicians”.  Here too there are 
lengthy instructions, examples and music theory using 
standard music notation with the first song not 
appearing until page 16 – it’s ‘Swanee River’ again. 

First published in 1927 by Sam Fox Pub. Co. (later to 
be Keith Prowse) Lew Stern’s 

‘First Step How to Play the Ukulele & Ukulele Banjo’ may be 
familiar to many.   Like the others there’s a lot of explanation 
before the first song, ‘Drink to Me Only’ on page 9, but the 
illustrations are clear and the songs also include chord boxes 
with: “no attempt to teach ordinary musical notation”.  The 
tuning is ADF#B or “D-tuning” – a tone higher that is normal 
today.  Many published songs of this period used this tuning, 
said to give a “sweeter” tone. 

Mary Singhi Breen, the “Original Ukulele Lady”, was a very influential and talented 
performer, teacher, writer and publisher who did much to get the ukulele accepted 
as a serious musical instrument.  Her 1929 ‘New Ukulele Method’ however starts 
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with 27 pages of Rudiments of Music, including transposition, moveable chords and 
even the ‘Cycle of 5ths’!    But, in 1950, something seems to have changed and her 
‘Islander Uke Self-teaching Method’ avoids lengthy theory and explanations other 
than what is required on a need-to-know basis, is well illustrated and has 14 simple 
songs with extended chord boxes, starting with ‘Hinky Pinky Parley-vous’.  It also 

uses the ADF#B tuning. 

Arthur Godfrey (“The Old Redhead”) was a popular radio 
and television performer who also published his method in 
1950 (tuning GCEA).  He uses an attachment, fitted on the 
fingerboard, with buttons so the player only has to press a 
button to ‘finger’ a chord. There are no chord boxes, but 
names of chords and beats to the bar are indicated.   He 
also gives very practical advice on tuning and accompanying 
songs “by ear”, together with some common chord 
progressions. 

There were lots more methods: Wolff (1918), Roy Smeck (1928), Kamiki (1929), 
Remick (1929) etc., all cashing in on the ukulele’s popularity.  What typifies most of 
these early methods seems to be an assumption that a thorough grounding in music 
theory, together with the ability to read standard music notation, is a prerequisite 
to being able to strum a few chords to the popular 
songs included in the books.  Perhaps this was to make 
the instrument seem more ‘respectable’ and serious, but 
it was not, I imagine, what the average young man 
necessarily wanted in order to serenade his girlfriend 
whilst drifting down the river on punt. 

Finally, I must mention the ‘Remick Collection of Popular 
Songs’ (1926).   It’s not a Method as such, although it 
still contains extensive music theory, but what a great 
cover! 
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